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Session Title: Belize ISP Panel – IXP in Belize – a Service Provider Perspective 

Speaker: See below Title: Organization: 

Session Highlights: 

 Alternative Networks, Ltd. - Etienne Sharp 
o Wireless ISP in operation for almost 2 years 
o In the last 5 years, PUC has been encouraging legal operation of ISPs and more competition in 

the ISP space.   
o Focus on niche customers and remote areas, as well as affordable access. 
o Internet access is not enough – ISPs must provide services on top of that to be profitable.  

Alternative Networks is looking for ways to diversify the services that are provided on top of 
the Internet access. 

o Passion for an open network among all service providers through an IXP 

 Information Communications Technology (ICT) (San Ignacio) - Emeli Noble 
o Sole Proprietor, Wireless ISP 
o Started as hobby building antennas and providing neighbors with Internet access, and over 

time word began to spread. 
o As a small ISP they are going up against giants, but they are not discouraged.  This is their 

motivation.   
o Many young students in the area are looking for work (they can’t afford Form 6), so they are 

learning how to repair computers.  This is a service ICT offers alongside their Internet access at 
low cost. 

o Niche Markets 
 Low-income families (average $150 BZD/week) who cannot pay deposits or sign up 

for year-long contracts.  
 Underserved rural areas 

 Stellar Links (North Region) - Hugo Vasquez 
o Wireless ISP – similar situation as ICT 
o In 2003, PUC deregulated the monopoly (BTL) and Stellar got into the ISP space. 
o They have suffered a lot of mishaps from natural disasters  
o Broad vision – to be able to connect all of Corozal District so that marginalized areas have 

access – cable and fibre do not reach them. 
o They provide schools with free Internet, as well as people who cannot afford access free 

access. 

 BTL (Belize Telemedia Limited) - Moshea Smith 
o Provide Fixed and Mobile Broadband services in both urban and rural areas and to business 

and residential services. 
o Recently reduced prices to DSL for residential customers 
o Recently upgraded wireless to 4G 
o Layering services – video conferencing, etc. on top of Internet access 
o BTL has always been trying to improve Belize’s penetration rates for access to wireless 

 Broadband Belize - Kimran Vitalis 
o Only interested in selling Internet bandwidth (wholesale) and getting it out to all of Belize 
o Goal to provide some sort of local loop and providing it to local companies 
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Q&A/Feedback: 

 Who are “The Big 3” in Belize? 
o BTL, Broadband Belize, SpeedNet 

 Where do you get your upstream bandwidth/transit and connectivity arrangements? What are your 
plans with regard to IXPs? 

o Alternative Networks (AN) - Bandwidth from Broadband Belize (BB) - is 100% committed to an 
IXP in Belize 

o Broadband Belize (BB) – Primary provider is out of Mexico, also redundancy through BTL to 
Columbus Networks.  BB is “for” an IXP, but doesn’t believe other ISPs understand what an IXP 
is. 

o ICT – Purchase bandwidth from BTL, very enthusiastic about IXP 
o Stellar Links (SL) – Purchase from ISP in Mexico  
o BTL – Purchase bandwidth from Columbus via Arcos cable and redundant connections through 

Mexico.  BTL have always been committed to an IXP and will be a willing participant. 

 For SL, you said that you provide free Internet service for people that cannot afford it.  What is the 
motivation/benefit? 

o A lot of growth is derived from what Stellar is doing.  More people will consume the product if 
they give it for free to people who cannot afford anything.  If done wisely, this can support a 
good business model. 

o In terms of offering “free” Internet access, companies are getting people involved and 
interested and developing the market for the services that they are providing.  As the 
economy grows, then people will be poised to take advantages of these services. 

 For BTL, you said that Internet penetration rates in Belize are less than 22% (1 in 5 people), why is it so 
low? 

o Based on census information, only 25.5% of households have a computing device. 
o Part of the development process is the expansion of technology and Internet access. BTL also 

provides access to schools so that students can be exposed, but ultimately it’s up to parents to 
make the decision for themselves. 

 Using the Internet for Development – have you begun to work through the more strategic preparations 
for this type of activity?  What is the outlook for leveraging the IXP for delivering new services of 
interest? 

o BTL – Provide local content – mobile TV, video conferencing.  Over a year ago, put Google 
cache servers in their facilities so that their customers have better access.  They would provide 
other ISPs access to this. 

o AN – Giving content providers access – video conferencing, medical consults, encouraging 
local content production; give schools a slice of bandwidth to use at reduced cost.  Encourage 
development of local alternatives to Vimeo, YouTube, etc. 

 For BTL, in terms of mobile tech, what plans does BTL have for offering cheaper rates for data in rural 
and low-income areas? (This is the medium by which low-income people access the Internet.) 

o Deployment of 4YMax Networks in rural areas 
o Work to improve mobile coverage area for rural areas 
o In terms of providing Internet to schools – University 40MB unfiltered access for free; bigger 

concern is the management of that connectivity to ensure it’s being used for educational 
purposes and for teachers to reach students. 

 How will you work together as ISPs to ensure all Belizeans get access to the Internet, especially in light 
of low penetration rates in the country? 

o BTL provides access to the Arcos pipe, so all ISPs can purchase access there.  For ISPs it would 
be from a contractual perspective to negotiate. 

 BTL – Are there any plans to get wired connectivity in the remote rural areas? 
o Wireless access, not wired is all that is financially feasible. 
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 Have you worked out a business model for IXP?  Also a business case for the IXP? 
o Yesterday was the first official meeting of the ISPs around this idea yet.  There’s no model yet. 
o But they ARE all in communication together and plan to work it out. 
o Business model – working on this with PCH (who have a lot of experience), but want to get the 

IXP set up first and then work out the business model & case. 

 Internet to Universities – CARICOM project called “CaribNET” that focuses on this area and the plan is 
to roll out to secondary schools as well. 

 Belize would benefit from a multi-stakeholder consortium vs. a private-sector led IXP. 

 Given the implementation of the IXP, would this mean that ISPs would open up bandwidth to the 
benefit of the providers and not the customers?  If this is the case, wouldn’t someone have to establish 
a data center?  Who would regulate that? 

o AN – IXP is about creating bandwidth, lowering costs to improve people’s access.  It’s not 
about giving access to ARGUS, it’s about improving access inside of Belize.  A data center being 
established makes sense for anyone who has the capital and desire to do it.  

o BTL – this is something that is just getting started.  The rules of how the IXP would be 
developed by all the people in the room. 

 
 


